Now, the drift of this article is toward placing the editorial work of the paper under a certain amount of surveillance on the part of the Faculty. We who pay our tuition fees, and do the work given us by our professors, would like to have some credit for the time and trouble spent upon The Tech. We do our best to make the college paper one that will reflect credit upon the Institute, and make it known from the Sphinx of Egypt to the shores of Japan, to both of which places The Tech wends its way through the mails at each issue.

It is a subject but little looked into as far as known; but why wait for custom to show us the way? Why not place The Tech upon the curriculum under the heading "Journalism?" Under such circumstances a weekly, or even daily paper might be published, giving in the case of a daily an easy means of publishing communications from professors to students, and so forth, as is done by means of the Harvard, Yale, and Princeton papers.

As everyone has by this time seen the posters of the Athletic Club's Spring Meeting, to be held March 2d, not much can be said as far as information goes.

The entries which are expected from the Boston, Harvard, and Yale Athletic Associations, will make the meeting one of unusual interest. To the men intending to enter, it may be said that every effort has been made by the Executive Committee to induce men to take part. Large three-handed cups of new design are to be offered for prizes; and in order to eliminate all objections in regard to the slippery floor of Winslow's Skating Rink, it is proposed to stretch a large canvas tightly over the space devoted to the contestants. This canvas will be highly rosined, and is sure to prevent that slipping which was an unpleasant feature of last year's games. To all men who do not intend to enter, it is hoped that they will do their share in making the meeting a success financially, by attending in full force.

We cannot exactly appreciate the wiseness of the Sophomoric wisdom displayed by Ninety One, in its mode of selecting "Technique" editors for next year.

When they become Juniors and the Annual is maturing, they may repent of their hasty method of election.

A committee to be useful and effective should be small enough to handle, and small enough to prevent, the manipulation of cliques. Starting now, as they have, with a committee of twenty-five, is it possible to hold meetings so arranged that all can be present, and where no candidate shall be misrepresented; again, here is a circle large enough to admit of the machinations of a wheel within a wheel. We sincerely trust that no difficulties may be met with, or poor men chosen for the position through failure of the venture.

The men eminently fitted for the position are not very difficult to discover, and if a small, active committee, personally disinterested, were given the task of submitting candidates enough for the class to choose a Board from, it would seem much better than taking the chance of finding the ones among twenty-five chosen by popular vote, with a certainty of sore heads and dissatisfaction in a ponderous and unwieldy committee. Ninety-One has an excellent standard to sustain or overstep, and we hope this will not prove a stumbling-block in her path to success.

As may be seen by referring to the communication printed in this issue, at the coming International Exposition at Paris there is to be a department of college exhibits. All colleges are invited to place there articles of interest. As the leading scientific college in the country, should not we be represented?

Of course there would be considerable expense involved, and The Tech suggests that the requisite sum be raised by popular subscription; for surely the students would be